
Geography Jeopardy  

Types of Maps 

100- What are the two most common types of maps? Physical and Political  

200- Which type of map is like a “treasure map” because it helps us get to our destination? 

Road Map 

300- Which type of map has a theme you can look at to get detailed information about 

something? Thematic Map 

400- If you are trying to figure out what the weather is like in a specific location, which type of 

map would be the most helpful? Climate Map 

500- Which type of map is it that hikers and geologist often use so they can see the elevation? 

Topographic Map  

Bonus: What is the first thing we should do when looking at a map?  The title to figure out 

which type of map it is.   

Physical Regions 

100- Which region do we live in? Great Basin Region  

200- What is are the names of Utah’s three regions? Rocky Mountain, Great Basin, and 

Colorado Plateau 

300- Which region is the Great Salt Lake in? Great Basin Region  

400- Which region has the highest elevation? Rocky Mountain Region 

500- Which region has very scenic views of rock? Colorado Plateau  

Bonus: Which region are the Colorado and Green rivers in? Colorado Plateau 

Public Lands 

100- What is private land? Land that you own 

200- Who owns National Parks? National Government 

300- What percent of Utah’s land is owned by the government? 60% 



400- Name the three main things that mined in Utah? Coal, Copper, and Salt  

500- What does BLM stand for? Bureau of Land Management  

Bonus: What did we learn about Grand Staircase- Escalante National Park? That President 

Clinton made this a protected National Monument.  Some were happy to protect the land 

and others weren’t happy because they wanted it to be used.   

Climate  

100- What is Utah’s climate like? It changes often with four seasons.   

200- Northern Utah is colder than Southern Utah because they are at a higher or lower 

elevation?  Higher Elevation  

300- What three factors affect Utah’s climate? Latitude, Distance from the ocean, and 

Elevation  

400- Which line of latitude affects how warm it is? The Equator  

500- Why do we have four seasons in Utah? Because we are farther from the Ocean  

Bonus: What is the Rain Shadow Effect? It is a system that shows how the weather changes 

the farther from the ocean we are or depending on what our elevation is. 

Plants and Wildlife  

100- What does domesticated mean? Those raised by people 

200- What does indigenous mean? Natural/native to the land 

300- What is an example of a domesticated animal? Answers will vary  

400- What is an example of an indigenous animal to Utah? Answers will vary  

500- What are the state bird, animal, tree, and flower? California Gull, Rocky Mountain Elk, 

Blue Spruce, and Sego Lily.   

Bonus:  

  

 


